
 

JOYO JF-305 IRONMAN AT DRIVE  

47,90 € tax included  
Reference: JOJF305

JOYO JF-305 IRONMAN AT DRIVE  

The JOYO JF-305 AT Drive is an overdrive pedal with a ton of different tones locked away inside. The AT Drive is exceptionally
responsive to both your pick attack and what pickups are in the guitar you're using, whether it be single coils, P-90's or humbuckers.

With single coils you can get some great low drive/edge of breakup tones reminiscent of many Hendrix recordings. With the gain up half
way you get some great warm overdriven/crunchy tones, great for adding a bit of bite to chord work. Wind the gain up full and you get
some brilliant lead tones and heavier 70's rock tones. With humbuckers you can get some excellent low to mid gain rock tones
reminiscent of bands like Free, Led Zeppelin, Pink Floyd and Deep Purple to name a few. Wind the gain up and you can get searing
leads and pinch harmonics a plenty. You'll be in 'La Grange'!

What makes the AT Drive a truly brilliant pedal is its great sustain especially when used with humbuckers for any lead work. Considering
there isn't that much gain on tap compared to a distortion pedal for example there is a ton of sustain available. This is great especially
when playing live. It also stacks really well with other overdrive/distortion pedals. Meaning you can boost the AT Drive with another pedal
or use the AT Drive to boost another pedal.

A great pedal with a huge tonal palette. Going from 60's rock tones right through to the classic overdrive tones of the late 70's this pedal
is hugely versatile. With the gain set low this pedal sounds like an amp just on the edge of clipping/overdriving when picking hard or it
can be cleaned up just by picking gently, wind the gain up and you get a really raunchy rock tone that still has great note clarity and
definition. Similair to the JF-36 Sweet Baby pedal from our second series (30 Series) but with more EQ control and more gain on tap,
this pedal is quickly becoming a best seller.

The JOYO JF 305 AT Drive is an exceptional all round Overdrive mini guitar effects pedal. The JF 305 AT Drive is taken from the 3rd
generation of JOYO pedals launched in August 2014 and a result of 8 years of JOYO technology and expertise. The JOYO Ironman
pedals are very compact, versatile and housed in a solid metal case, with no compromise on the huge tones crammed inside. Flip your
lid to keep your preferred tones protected, activate TRUE Bypass and the LEDs shine through, a very nice touch. The Ironman mini
guitar pedal range are all supplied with 3M velcro and rubber pads for securing in place on your board.

True Bypass
Output volume control
Gain Control
Plug in 9v DC Adapter (not included)
High frequency EQ control
Low Frequency EQ control
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Specifications:
- Input Impedance:1M
- Output Impedance:10K
- Running Current 22mA
- Power:DC 9V adapter (negative polarity)
- Dimensions 73(L) * 43(W)* 50(H)mm  
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